
JOB WELL DONE REPORTS RECEIVED DURING JULY 2014 

 

JWD-2014-146           Received by IRO:  July 1, 2014 

A Kansas resident was watching FOX news and saw a reporter who had to be removed from a hotel 

property for trespassing.  The officers did an awesome job during this incident.  The resident was 

impressed with the officers’ attitudes and professionalism.  The resident wanted to let APD know that his 

family appreciates what APD does. 

JWD-2014-147           Received by IRO:  July 1, 2014 

A citizen was the victim of a robbery and a hit-and-run.  Officer J. arrived on scene and was very 

professional and his interactions were above reproach.  Officer J. was very friendly, even when chastising 

citizen about dangers of chasing the hit-and-run driver. 

JWD-2014-148                Received by IRO: July 4, 2014  

Citizen reported that his bike was going to be towed, but instead Officer L. called the citizen to pick up 

the bike, and therefore the citizen did not have to pay a towing fee.  Citizen wanted to thank Officer L. for 

his handling of this incident. 

JWD-2014-149                Received by IRO:  July 4, 2014 

A citizen was having an adverse reaction to prescription medication, and the officer that arrived on scene 

was prompt in his response, and was extremely and overly helpful.  Citizen would like to thank all 

officers personally. 

JWD-2014-150                Received by IRO:  July 6, 2014 

A citizen was attacked by a pit bull.  Officer S. arrived within minutes.  Officer S. was polite and had a 

calming effect on the citizen.  Officer S. completed the investigation and followed through with a phone 

call to the citizen regarding the outcome of the incident.  

JWD-2014-151                Received by IRO:  July 7, 2014 

A resident of Idaho was unable to make contact with her mother, and called APD to conduct a welfare 

check.  Officers G. and B. were dispatched and quickly arrived on scene.  The officers were able to help 

the mom and solve her problem.  Officers then contacted the Idaho resident to let her know the mom was 

fine, and just had a problem with her telephone. 

JWD-2014-152                Received by IRO:  July 9, 2014 

A citizen stated that he honors the courage, commitment, motivation, dedication and professionalism of 

APD officers.  He appreciates their commitment and service to our community and stated that APD is 

doing a great job. 

JWD-2014-153                Received by IRO: July 11, 2014 

A citizen observed that an officer stopped for a yellow light, instead of continuing through the 

intersection.  Citizen was glad to see that the officer practiced defensive driving rather than aggressive 

driving.  Citizen wanted to let APD know that this incident was noticed.  

 



JWD-2014-156                Received by IRO:  July 17, 2014 

Citizen complained about loud music in her neighborhood.  The APD horse patrol arrived on scene and 

the loud music immediately stopped.  Citizen stated that the police did a great job in handling this 

situation. 

JWD-2014-45                Received by IRO:  July 17, 2014 

A citizen stated that he had a flat tire during the late evening.  Citizen tried changing the tire, but the jack 

slipped, injuring his hand.  Two officers arrived and helped citizen change the tire.  A sergeant also 

arrived on scene to assist.  Citizen was impressed with the officers’ professionalism and willingness to go 

out of their way to help.  Citizen wanted to thank the officers. 

JWD-2014-154                Received by IRO:  July 18, 2014 

Citizen stated that Officer L. responded to a Big 5 store regarding a check fraud.  Officer L. apologized 

for the delay in arriving at the call.  Officer L. was attentive and respectful, and explained to the citizen 

what could and could not be done.  Citizen wanted to thank Officer L. and all officers for their service and 

everything that they do. 

JWD-2014-155                Received by IRO:  July 21, 2014 

A citizen wanted to say that Officer M. was at the Zoo Music concert.  The officer was professional, 

thorough, yet good natured.  Officer M. is obviously a wonderful asset to APD. 

JWD-2014-157                Received by IRO:  July 22, 2014 

A citizen wanted to thank Detective K. for his help and interest in the South Broadway area.  Detective K. 

has taken an interest in the area for the last several years, and has gotten rid of one nuisance and is still 

trying to help the citizens in this area.  Citizen extends his deepest gratitude. 

JWD-2014-158                Received by IRO:  July 23, 2014 

A citizen who is a realtor went to a property and found the door wide open.  Operator 3461 had a calm 

demeanor when giving instructions to citizen.  Officers P. and D. arrived quickly.  They were cordial, 

professional, and kind.  Citizen wanted to commend Operator 3461 for her instructions to citizen to not 

enter the house, and appreciates the operator and the officers. 

JWD-2014-33                 Received by IRO:  July 25, 2014 

A citizen wrote that APD Officer Mc. was in foot pursuit of a suspect, and the suspect entered the 

citizen’s home.  Citizen was dumbfounded as she watched the officer handcuff the suspect in her yard, 

and wasn’t thinking clearly enough to thank the officer.  Citizen wanted the officer to know that she 

thanks him for his actions. 

JWD-2014-32                 Received by IRO:  July 29, 2014 

A social worker contacted APD by e-mail requesting information on gangs and gang culture in 

Albuquerque.  Within several hours, an officer responded to her e-mail.  Detectives P. and S. met with 

citizen and shared knowledge regarding gangs.  Citizen stated that the detectives were incredibly helpful, 

and wanted to thank the detectives and APD for their help. 

 

 



JWD-2014-159                Received by IRO:  July 29, 2014 

A Cedar Crest resident stated that he observed an APD officer driving through the canyon at the posted 

speed limit.  The resident has seen other officers driving government vehicles who do not observe the 

speed limit in the canyon.  Citizen wanted to thank the officer for being a responsible citizen and a police 

officer. 

JWD-2014-160                Received by IRO:  July 30, 2014 

A Nevada resident was watching TV and saw APD Officer G. with his K-9.   The resident was in 

complete amazement when observing the officer and his K-9 in action.  The resident stated that Officer G. 

and his K-9 are an asset to APD. 

 


